Revolutionary Spa Cover & Lifter!
®

Designed and Manufactured in the USA
the VacuSeal System is changing how we use
our hot tub. This patented design is the only
cover that opens internally in just one simple
motion. The cover and lifter combination
reduces the cost of operation, extends the
life of your cover, and makes its removal and
replacement effortless. It also provides added
safety and convenience, along with enhancing
your view while you enjoy your hot tub. Plus,
the VacuSeal Cover is the only one that
can easily be converted into a canopy.
So if you’re buying a new hot tub
or simply replacing your existing
cover, the VacuSeal System not
only pays for itself, but will also
improve your spa experience.

SAVES youMoney

This patented design uses an independent bottom hinge that allows
each side to tightly fit together. This helps prevent loss of heat by creating
a full perimeter seal onto the coping of your hot tub.

EASIEST

to

Use

The only cover requiring just One Simple
Motion with a variety of easy choices!

Two Ways to Open

The VacuSeal Lifter and Cover work together to vacuum seal the cover to your hot tub’s
coping; significantly reducing operating costs, helping prevent water evaporation and assisting
in keeping your water chemistry in balance.
PROBLEMS WITH TRADITIONAL COVERS

FRONT OPENING – Raise the center handle
and gently push the cover towards the rear of the
spa and let go. THAT’S IT!
SIDE OPENING – Raise the cover by the side
handles or with one handle and the lifting arm,
then push back and let go.

Two Ways to Close

INTERIOR CLOSING – Grab center
handle of the cover and pull the cover closed as
you exit. SIMPLE & QUICK!
SIDE CLOSING – Grab the cover handle and
pull the cover closed or grab the handle and use
your body weight to assist.
Traditional lifters require you to first fold the cover in half
(the most difficult procedure) without any lifter assistance.
Traditional covers require a wide space at the center
where most of the heat is lost. More expensive covers (as shown) actually install a spacer, which helps,
but doesn’t correct the problem. Competitive pneumatic lifters pull up on the cover increasing the heat
loss along with limiting the life of your cover.

The VacuSeal Lifter provides dual pneumatic gas pistons each assisted by our “Reverse
Pneumatic Technology (RPT).” The pistons assist in the initial removal of the cover and
once it’s half way up RPT takes over and does all the work. This reverse technology then
assists you upon closing the cover along with gently applying a downward pressure;
keeping the cover sealed to the spa’s coping and saving you money every day.

Best Built Cover

All covers may look the same but the quality is quite different!
The interior foam core is constructed of the highest grade virgin
foam (no regrind) that contains no CFC’s or HFC’s and is
imbedded with galvanized steel to help withstand the weight of
extreme inclement weather. It is then sealed utilizing the highest
state-of-the-art equipment available with a specially formulated
plastic that is nearly twice the thickness used by competitors.

Best Built Lifter

The life of a product is determined by its design
and construction.
The weight of the VacuSeal lifter (47 lbs) is 3 times that of our
worthy competitors (15 to 19 lbs) but is designed to be easier to
lift. Constructed of galvanized steel with a baked on anodized
coating also makes it both durable and attractive.
To protect and extend the life of
the cover we’ve designed a patented clamping device for raising and
lowering your cover.

Every VacuSeal Cover is custom built to fit your hot tub. And
you can also choose the color and the fabric of the exterior skin.
Our standard marine grade vinyl is unlike most of our competitors
because we use expensive plasticizers to preserve the look, feel,
and durability of the cover. Available in 10 colors.
To enhance the look of your hot tub or
simply lessen the ease of handling,
Sunbrella is the perfect
upgrade. This stylish
fabric is approximately
half the weight of vinyl
along with being more
durable and easier to clean.
Available in 4 colors.

Additional Benefit
s

A rear arm snugly fits into a custom sleeve on our cover then is attached
to a patent pending sliding bracket. This provides smooth and uniform
operation and assures that the cover returns to its exact original position
upon each closure.

IMPROVES THE V IEW WHILE YOU E NJOY YOUR S PA

TOWEL & ROBE HOLDER
The side lifting handle doubles as the most
convenient location to hang your towel or robe.

VACUSEAL COVER

TRADITIONAL COVER

The only cover where the bather faces the
attractive exterior side that is not exposed to
the chemically treated water.

Traditional covers have you face the interior
side that within months becomes stained and
discolored from chemical fumes and ozone.

CONVERTS
TO A CANOPY

For those seeking protection from
the sun, or would like to use their spa in the rain
IDEAL FOR SWIM SPAS
or snow, or simply want a little more privacy, the
Large swim spas require two independent
VacuSeal easily converts to a canopy. To install
covers. The VacuSeal returns each cover
simply lift one side of the
to its original position and our patented
Swim Spa design presses each cover firmly cover and attach
together without requiring you to do
our optional supanything. The result is heat savings and
port arm (requires
protection to your spa’s water chemistry
no screws or bolts)
from debris and rain water.
and within seconds
Traditional covers require you to walk around and reposition
nearly 50% of
both covers after each usage. This burdensome task is even
your spa is
more difficult if access is not available to all sides.
covered.
The VacuSeal Trademark along with US Patent Nos. 8,468,617, 8,479,325, 8,516,625, and
8,516,626, plus other US & Foreign Patents Pending are owned by Hot Tub Products LLC.

To locate a dealer in your area visit www.vacuseallifter.com

